Graph patterns (2)
• We can also sequence patterns together:
• This would match: i := z j := i + 4
• Complicated patterns are possible using operators on graph blocks
• Is it a variable or constant literal?
conlit(x) varlit(z)
• What type is it?
type(x, ShortInt)
• Example:
• Sequents, conditions that hold with respect to a particular node.
• Examples:
• EX and AX are temporal operators stating conditions on successors:
n EX(node(m)) n AX(use(i))
• We can also describe predecessors:
Side Conditions(4)
• Until operators: • There is no possible future computation that uses a variable:
• The most recent definition of a variable is to a constant:
The implementation (1), Model checking
• Suppose we have a formula Φ in the side condition language e.g.
• An extended model checker exists that takes a formula (and the flow graph) as input and returns the list of all possible substitutions that make the formula true
• For example in the above formula, substitutions will be found for n,v and c
• Take a rewrite LHS =⇒ RHS if Φ
• The left hand side pattern can be translated into a condition, e.g: • So, take a rewrite LHS =⇒ RHS if Φ
• The left hand side pattern can be translated into a condition Φ
• Run the extended model checker on Φ ∧ Φ to find a substitution σ
• Use σ to find where LHS occurs in the program.
• Replace with RHSσ
